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Crushing
& Pressing

Derwent Estate impresses
with Bucher Vaslin
TASMANIAN WINERY Derwent
Estate has had an extremely successful
start to 2016. The family owned and
operated wine business located on the
historic Mt Nassau property was one of
the stars of the Tasmanian Wine Show. In
what renowned wine writer Huon Hooke
described as a “David and Goliath story”,
Derwent Estate tied with Brown Brothers
to win the most successful exhibitor
award. The winery also took out the best
white wine and best Chardonnay awards.
Although Derwent Estate has been
making wine since 1993, the decision
to build an on-site winery in 2013 saw
winemaker John Schuts join the team
full-time.
Together with Schuts’ vision, Derwent
Estate designed a 150-tonne capacity
straw bale winery just in time for the
2014 vintage.
Since constructing the new winery,
Derwent Estate have been using a Bucher
Vaslin Xplus40 Inertys press for the past
two vintages for both red and white
varieties.
The Bucher Vaslin process of pressing
under controlled atmosphere guarantees
100 per cent of the pressed juices are
extracted without oxidation. This is due
to a permanent operation in closed loop.
The gas used is recycled by means of a
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flexible reserve, and can therefore serve
several times.
Schuts said the Inertys press appealed
to him because it lowered the use of
sulphur and controlled the uptake of
oxygen in the winemaking process.
“In the pressing of white juices in
an inert environment there is a definite
relationship between phenolic extraction
and the presence of reduced sulphur and
oxygen levels. Not only in the structure
of the phenolics extracted but also in how
they integrate in the finished wines.”
“When pressing fermented reds, I use
the inert gas environment to minimise
oxygen uptake during pressing and then
implement Micro-oxygenation once in
tank, allowing a very controlled oxygen
addition to each individual batch.”
Schuts said the Inertys gas press
gave him maximum control over oxygen
uptake. While most pressing phases
generate a massive supply of oxygen
which concentrates in the last pressed
juices, the Inertys gas press was found
to substantially reduce the oxygen
dissolved in the wines and modified
their organoleptic character, according
to a recent survey with the ISVV of
Bordeaux.
Philippe Darriet, Manager of the
Oenology Research Unity at the ISVV
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After I press reds
through the gas
press, I can then add
oxygen at a controlled
and metred rate. With
a traditional press
you’ve got no control
over oxygen uptake. It
creates a completely
sealed environment,
increases my control
and opens up
different options for
oxygen contact.
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Bucher Vaslin Xplus40 Inertys press has been proven to save aromatics from being lost through oxidisation.

Bordeaux, said red press juices made in
2014 and 2013 by pressing under neutral
gas express finer aromas, slightly marked
by pomace vegetal aromatic nuances
usually associated with press juices.
“Tannins present in the last pressed
juices also seem less rustic,” Darriet said.
“Concerning their chemical composition,
the juices contain lower MND contents:
3-methyl-2,4-nonadione, very odorous
compound associated with oxidative
evolution of the wines.”
Schuts said controlling oxygen was
key for his winemaking.
“I can reduce everything down and
then control oxygen uptake using micro
oxidisation,” he said. “After I press reds
through the gas press, I can then add
oxygen at a controlled and metred rate.
With a traditional press you’ve got no
control over oxygen uptake. It creates a
completely sealed environment, increases
my control and opens up different options
for oxygen contact.”
Schuts said he also had a couple of
Chardonnay’s going to barrel for the year.
“They were pressed within the gas
press getting pristine juice, then I slowly
allowed oxygen to happen in a controlled
environment.”
Samuel Plumejeau, Bucher Vaslin
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regional manager, said the ‘inert’ process
saves the aromatics from being lost
through oxidisation.
“Instead of sucking air in from outside
the press tank, as the membrane retracts,
the oxidisation is prevented by drawing
in nitrogen or carbon dioxide,” Plumejeau
said.
The greater the wine’s aromatic
intensity, the greater the consumer’s
appreciation. For white and rosé wines,
quality depends on the winemaking
process during which the pressing
operation is determined. This critical
phase corresponds to the extraction of
grape juices when oxidation processes
are most likely to occur. In order to
produce qualitative wines with better
aroma stability and meet the consumers’
tasting expectations, Plumejeau said it
was essential to control the pressing, one
key phase in winemaking.
While this press is a new option for
the Australian and New Zealand market,
it is already available in sizes to suit most
wineries – ranging from two-tonne to
45-tonne models.
“In Australia there would already be
seven Inertys presses and Spy Valley in
New Zealand are just converting to this
press as well.”
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Plumejeau said this style of press has
already been widely accepted in Europe.
“In Italy and Southern France, these
presses represent a third of all our sales,”
he said. “They are very easy to use and
as this is the third version to utilise
this technology, everything is very well
integrated.
Plumejeau said the entirely automated
process ensured ongoing costs remained
low.
“In most smaller wineries they are
using plastic bins to collect the marc and
they order legs to raise the press to the
right height through us, we custom make
these to suit each individual winery.”
In Australia, the wineries that have
adopted the Inertys press are mostly
choosing to use nitrogen gas because it is
safer and easier to work with and there
are options for the winery to generate its
own supply.
“The press has been designed to
ensure the gas is recycled and maintain
a full reserve,” Plumejeau said. “As a
result, with one full balloon of nitrogen
you can do 10 press cycles. And this
means a small winery using one of the
smaller press sizes can get through an
entire vintage on just two or three bottles
of nitrogen.”
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